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AgroCity – Introduction
Rural exodus and growing numbers of mega-cities are one of the 

main problems of Africa – besides climate change and on-going 

exploitation by neo-colonialism.

Al Imfeld, a well-known Africa specialist, published the marvellous

book “AgroCity – Die Stadt für Afrika – Skizzen zu einer neuen

Ubanität” (= The City for Africa – Outlines for a New Urbanity)

proposing a new sort of cities, shortly before his death in February 

2017. 

Friends of Imfeld edited a translation in English as e-book, with 

supplementary extracts from of African experts. Translations in 

French, Arab and Swahili are on their way.



AgroCity – what does that mean

The central aim of an AgroCity is to foster dialectic 

dialogue between science and praxis. 

Its fundamental orientation is the UN-Document 

“OUR WORLD: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development” with its 17 Goals as well Pope Francis 

Encyclical Letter “LAUDATO SI – On Care of our 

Common Home”. 



AgroCity – what does that mean



AgroCity – what does that mean

Google – accessed 2018-05-12

The majority of AgroCity entries are related to the 

deceased Al Imfeld’s theory or his book.

Other entries – mix of ecological optimisation of 

landscape (without defining a clear concept integrating 

human beings in building up new forms of cities) and 

agribusiness. 



AgroCity – what does that mean

Health, Environment and Cities

Wales UK: Acting today for a better tomorrow

Scotland UK: Scotland Performs measures and reports on progress of government 

Justin Bishop (ed) 2017. Building Sustainable Cities of the Future

Africa Amini Health und Healing Centre near Mount Meru in Tanzania

Wash-Water Access System and Hygiene – South Africa

Different afforestation projects combined with community development 

Biovision – and comparable NGOs in cooperation with local partners 



AgroCity – what does that mean
AgroCity – Definition according to Al Imfeld:
Imfeld analyses the situation of different exploding (mega-) cities in several Sub-

Saharan countries. Cities mainly have an administrative and commercial centre, often 

surrounded by large slum areas. Their inhabitants having left their farmland, in hope 

for a better life in the city. 

As a possible solution to the situation at hand, Imfeld proposed new forms of cities –

that guaranteed better life for their inhabitants, characterised by a mixture of farming 

and city advantages like neighbourhoods, health - sport and market centres, theatres, 

and public traffic. Some of characteristics of the AgroCities will include the lack of 

fossil fuelled vehicles, and the horizontal and vertical farming. The farming will ensure 

the self-sufficiency of AgroCities with 2/3 of the food supply being used nourishing city 

inhabitants and neighbours and the 25km belt circumventing it while the remaining 

1/3 will be traded for crafts and natural resources.

The AgroCities are meant to grow into cooperatives, surmounting traditional ways 

of separation by tribes or religions. 



Al Imfeld – the person behind AgroCity
January 14th 1935 to February 14th 2017 

“Al Imfeld’s parlour was 

always open 24/7 to guests, 

especially around his 

birthday, when the party 

never seem to end!“ 

remarked an African 

literature expert who was a 

regular visitor at Imfeld’s 

home after he helped her 

find her feet. 



Al Imfeld – the person behind AgroCity
January 14th 1935 to February 14th 2017 

«Jesus was not a proper theologian, 

but a healer (Greek: Soter). His 

healings were fascinating and attracted 

people. They brought sick persons on 

biers; and he healed them. The New 

Testament is full of these stories, up to 

a reawakening of a death person. 

Basically the Gospel of Jesus was 

healing. He did not know another 

theology.» (from Mission beendet, P. 30 

– translation JB)



Al Imfeld – the person behind AgroCity
January 14th 1935 to February 14th 2017 

Friends of Al Imfeld said that he could 

be sent off with a prayer of an African 

Muslim. How Fitting! During his life he 

made his spiritual ideology and beliefs 

his way of life by embracing every 

person regardless of their religion, 

ethnicity or social class. His personal 

mantra underlined the common 

ground, the connecting of our conditio 

humana and not the differences.



Al Imfeld – the person behind AgroCity
January 14th 1935 to February 14th 2017 

Dr. Al Imfeld studied 

theology, philosophy, 

sociology, afterwards 

journalism and 

agriculture. 

He worked as a 

development expert, 

and contributed as a 

journalist to 

newspapers and radio. 

In addition, he also 

published a variety of 

books.

Born into a small mountain farm family in the Napf area of the Swiss Alps 

- the eldest of 13 children

Became a Catholic Priest and earned a PhD in Protestant Theology in USA

Collaborated in early 1960ties with Martin Luther King

Became a reporter in Vietnam War

Specialised on African issues researching and teaching at different 

universities (e.g. in Nigeria, Kenya, India, Japan, Sri Lanka)

Studied tropical agriculture (MSc.agr.) and obtained an MS at Nairobi 

University

A member of the research team of the ‘Novartis Foundation on 

Sustainable Development’ in the 90ties – African agriculture

Published short stories, poetry- and science-books books, volumes on 

African agricultural history

His standard edition «Afrika im Gedicht» (Africa in Poetry, 815 pages, 

edited 2015 with Offizin in Zurich)

«AgroCity – die Stadt für Afrika" (The City for Africa) was his last book, 

published especially for his 82nd birthday party mid-January 2017

Always living his belief: respectfully accompanying persons which needed 

companionship



AgroCity – based on an on-going dialogue between 

theory, praxis and its relation to Higher Education
AgroCity uses an interdisciplinary working 

approach. 

Its main goal is to produce and share knowledge 

for sustainable development in cooperation with 

partners in the global North and South. 

AgroCity conducts research to develop and 

implement innovative concepts and solutions for 

the sustainable use of resources. 

It also offers a range of services for regional and 

local partners. 

The central aim is to foster dialectic dialogue 

between science and praxis. 

In line with Pope Francis’ letter of declaration to 

promote sustainable development, an AgroCity 

will offer trainings in environmental and 

developmental studies with emphasis on practical 

solutions in sustainability as whole.



AgroCity – based on an on-going dialogue between 

theory, praxis and its relation to Higher Education
The interplay of Theory and Praxis means 

that every offer / activity has an intensive 

connection to praxis – every student is also 

jointly responsible for her / his own food, 

e.g. by planting vegetables or keeping 

chicken. AgroCity offers a large 

palette of TEACHING / 

LEARNING possibilities: 

Short time instructions, 

seminars of several days, 

vocational school and an 

MSc in Development and 

Environment on 

university level. 



AgroCity – based on an on-going dialogue between 

theory, praxis and its relation to Higher Education

Master-Students gain large theoretical inputs concerning 

Development and Environment. From the very beginning, these 

inputs are combined with praxis, which is reflected in seminars 

(e.g.  active planting of trees, organic and urban gardening, 

constructing of solar heating modules, water collection, 

seminars with populations; seminar concerning management 

according to ISO 9001 / 14001 and practical implementation in 

a company). 



AgroCity – based on an on-going dialogue between 

theory, praxis and its relation to Higher Education

AgroCities concentrate on praxis-orientated –

fieldwork – research, basing on own and 

international projects. Results of AgroCities are 

closely monitored and discussed internationally.

An outstanding 

research is the Trace 

Research concerning 

implementation and 

development of an 

AgroCity. 



AgroCity – how to implement it
The Implementation of an AGROCITY consists of two elements: Source / Fundament 

and Implementation of AgroCity. The Elements develop in parallel and influence one 

another.

Main issues of Al Imfeld: 

no tribal or religious seclusion/separation

A peaceful cooperation between a variety of ethical and cultural mixes 

will be forged to create the AgroCities. Members will be expected to 

nourish themselves with 2/3 of the produce while contributing the 

remaining 1/3 to use for trading in merchandise or service. 

Educational and medical facilities will be free of charge.

Socio-cultural amenities and activities like health, sport and religious 

centers will be build through the spirit of sister- and brotherhood –

Umoja- with the social network of members and neighbours all chipping 

in the physical activities. With time AgroCities are meant to attract 

sponsors, scientists, tourists, friends & families.



AgroCity – how to implement it
Source / Fundament

Management, Administration, Controlling

Primary design study, explicit concept (salaries, expenses)

Detailed planning of implementation (physical environment, 

humans, society): to be done by the management in 

cooperation with experts and stakeholders

Land: at least 2 square kilometres – for 1000 two-floor houses 

with garden etc. 

Welcome-Centre: Infrastructure (buildings, streets, gardens, 

farming etc.) 

Human capital (research, consulting, teaching - employment, 

salaries)

Facilities (incl. sustainable energy)

Hygiene (water, sewage system etc.)

Safety, security: installing an AgroCity-system

Networking: on-going 

Information exchange 

Research Centre for local and visiting researchers 

AgroCity - House



AgroCity – how to implement it
Implementation of AGROCITY

Sensitisation

First residents (micro credits for repayment)

Community centres

Health services (first aid, health centres, local hospitals, 

midwives)

Safety, security (e.g. police, fire brigade stations)

Hygiene (water, sewage system, waste management etc.)

Sustainable energy production 

Public means of transportation and logistics

Ideally 8 boroughs in friendly competition

Becoming financially independent after few years

8 Boroughs



AgroCity -
practical ways to AgroCity in Tanzania

KADE Kilimanjaro Association for 

Development and Environment 
Relations of Jörg Bürgi to universities and researchers in Eastern Africa, especially to 

Prof Aidan Msafiri, UN Climate Ambassador for Tanzania, brought the vision to develop 

activities in Tanzania. A meeting and following contacts with members of “Al Imfeld’s 

Tafelrunde” (= Round Table) was the starting point to implement AgroCities in 

Tanzania and to found KADE, based in Switzerland. 

KADE implements, manages, coaches and finances during the first years AgroCities. 

The local organisations shall license their Constitutions by KADE and close a 

cooperation agreement (MoU) with KADE.

KADE is responsible for the Trace Research accompanying, analysing and controlling 

local partners. 

The actual Board consists of 3 women and 4 men – 2 from Tanzania, 1 from Germany, 

4 from Switzerland.



AgroCity -
practical ways to AgroCity in Tanzania

KILI AGROCITY The “KCDE Kilimanjaro Consortium 

of Development and Environment” 

is an outstanding platform concerning 

Development and Environment in 

Tanzania and Eastern Africa 

particularly in Research, Teaching / 

Learning, Societal and Responsibility 

/ Community Transformation.

The main practical issue of KCDE is 

the implementing Kilimanjaro 

AgroCity as a comprehensive 

sustainable town for Human Beings 

and alternative town for Africa.

KCDE which is directly subordinated by the Bishop 

of Moshi, is an independent and autonomous 

registered NGO (19 January 2018). The Office of 

KCDE is in the Mwonkondo Complex Centre, Moshi-

Town. KCDE is operating in HEDARU and awaits the 

allocation of a suitable a plot of land KILI 

AGROCITY. 



AgroCity -
practical ways to AgroCity in Tanzania

BUSHIRI AGROCITY BAC The “Bushiri AgroCity Cooperative Society 

Limited BAC” is a registered Cooperative, 

seated in Pangani, Tanga Region (final 

Registration Tuesday, 15 May 2018). 

BAC works in and interdisciplinary way and 

conducts research to develop and 

implement innovative concepts and 

answers for the sustainable use of 

resources. It also offers a range of services 

for closely linked regional and local 

partners. A central aim is to foster 

dialectic dialogue between science and 

praxis. A co-operation with ECKERNFORDE 

TANGA UNIVERSITY [ETU] has been 

initiated. 

A private owner offers BAC 1000 acres = > 4 km2 

in Bushiri (7 km from Pangani, on a plateau over 

Pangani-River) for implementing Bushiri AgroCity. 


